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Synchronic variability and diachronic
change in basic color terms'
PAUL KAY
Universityof California,Berkeley
ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this paper is to relate recent findings regardingthe
evolution of basic color term systems to current research in linguistic
variationand languagechange. More specificallyit is to provide in the area
of lexical semantics a demonstrationof the hypothesis that all linguistic
change has its roots in synchronic heterogeneityof the speech community
(cf. Weinreich, Labov & Herzog (I968: i88) for a general statement of this
position, also many empirical demonstrations already reported, such as
those by Labov (I972) and Wang (I969) in phonology and by Bickerton
(1973) in syntax). Before taking up this topic, I summarize some recent
revisions in the basic color term theory itself. (Ethnographicsemantics,
colorterms, languagevariation,evolutionaryuniversalsin linguisticchange.)
Revisionsof the basiccolortermtheory
The majordata on which the revisions of the basic color tern theory are based
are contained in four detailed studies of the color term systems of individual
speech communities which have been undertakensince I969 (Berlin & Berlin
'974; Dougherty '974; Hage & Hawkesn.d.; E. Heider I972a, b). Severalother
reports, cited below, have been influential as have a number of personal communications from scholars familiarwith a variety of languages.
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[I] I am indebted for helpful comments on various drafts of this paper to Brent Berlin,

Janet Dougherty, John Gumperz, Dell Hymes, William Geoghegan, Chad McDaniel,
and Judith Shapiro, none of whom is responsible for any of its faults. Earlier versions of
this paper were read in Fall 1974 to the Linguistics and Social Anthroplogy Groups at
Berkeley and at the Annual Meetings of the American Anthropological Association in
Mexico, D.F. I am grateful for many useful comments from the floor at these sessions.
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The original Berlin and Kay hypothesis was that the basic color terms of all
languages encode some subset of a set of eleven fixed perceptualfoci and that
thereis a partiallyfixedtemporalorderin whichthese foci areencoded,shownin (i).
The new data suggest that both the sequence itself and its interpretationneed
revision. In the original report (Berlin & Kay I969) while sequence (i) was interpreted as representingthe successive encoding in basic color terms of perceptual foci, the discussion of the sequence considered not only the encoding
of foci but also the gradualrestrictionof boundariesas the sequence progresses.
It now appearsthat not only must the sequence itself be slightly alteredbut more
importantly its interpretationmust be altered to encompass not only the encoding of new foci but the subtle interaction of foci and boundariesof color
categories.

E. Heider (I972a, b) was the first personsince I969 to study the color words of
a large number of informnantsfrom a speech community whose language,
considered as a homogeneous whole, constitutes an early system - the Dugum
Dani of New Guinea, stage I. She found that there were indeed just two color
terms used reliablyby all informantsand that these might reasonablybe glossed
as black and white or darkand light - as reportedby K. Heider (I965) and later
by Berlin & Kay (I969). She also found, however, two facts not envisaged by
either K. Heideror Berlinand Kaybut subsequentlyconfirmedin othercontrolled
studies of simple systems: (a) the dark terrn,mili includes cool hues (blues and
greens) while the light term mola includes warm colors (reds, yellows, browns,
purples, pinks) so that the boundarybetweenmili and molais roughlythat shown
in (3) ratherthan that hypothesizedin Berlin & Kay (I969: I7) and reproduced
as (2); (b) the focus of these terms is quite variable across informantsand in
fact the most popularfocus for molais not in white but in red.Sixty-nine percent
of Dani focal responses for mola were in or near English focal red. It is thus
inaccurate to say that two-term systems make a simple brightness contrast.
Rather such systems contrastdark and cool hues on the one hand against light
and warm hues on the other. Within these categoriesit appearsthat foci may be
variableacross informantsand across languages,about which more below. This
reformulationis supported by recent data on other early systems which limitations of time prevent my discussing here (cf. Berlin & Berlin I974; Hage &
Hawkes n.d.; Dougherty 1974). It is also confirmedby previouslyexisting data
such as Conklin's on Hanunoo (1955), a stage lIla system in which the black
term, -biru, includes blue and appearsto be a reflex of a Proto-Polynesianroot
meaning blue,*bi[l]uC(Dempwolff I937: 27).
The above points affect only the interpretationof sequence (I) but not the
sequence itself. There is a further point involving blue that affects the interpretationof the sequence in the same way and also the ordering.
Berlin & Kay (I969: 42) noted that Japaneseao 'blue' appearson the basis of
internal reconstructionto be older than midori'green', and that moreoverthere
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is evidence that ao once included greens as well as blues. This suggested that at
an earlier stage Japanesewould have had a GRUE term (ao) with the focus in
blue and would thus have violated the hypothesized sequence of encoding of
foci by having encoded blue before green. We were not then willing to abandon
sequence (i), which specified green before blue, on the basis of this single inferential counter-example. Since that time, however, further cases in which
blue is encoded before green or contemporaneouslywith green have come to
light. Berlin & Berlin (1974) reportthat Aguarunawiyka GRUE has virtuallyall
(97 per cent) of its focal responses in blue. In addition it may be recalled that
Berlin & Kay (I969: iof.) reportthat approximatelyone-fourth of forty Tzeltal
informants placed focal yaf in blue; similarly Heinrich (I973) indicates that
Eskimo tungu-'GRUE' is focused in both green and blue (never in blue-green)
with some (most?) informantsshowing a preferencefor blue. Dougherty (I974)
reports Futunese wiwi GRUE focused in both green and blue, preponderantly
the latter.2As these authors point out, the new data require a revision of the
theory to allow the blue focus to be encoded before or simultaneouslywith the
[21 D. Snow (1971)

and H. Broch (1974) also report basic color term status for blue but
not green in Samoan and Slavy respectively.
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green focus. To be sure, as Berlin and Berlin indicate there are no data suggesting
that both green and blue are ever encoded before yellow; that is, there are no
basic color systems with black, white, red, green and blue foci encoded although
there are systems with black, white, red, yellow and blue foci encoded and probably systems with black, white, red, yellow and green foci.
These facts about color foci have an important implication, namely that the
operative element in the sequence at stage III is neither the focus green nor the
focus blue but the category GRUE. That is, the category GRUE may be accorded
a basic color term either before or after the yellow focus is encoded, but GRUE is
never split into green and blue and labeled with two basic color terms until after
the yellow focus is named at the basic level. These facts are summarized in (4),
(4)
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which is to be interpreted as follows: Stage I consists of two basic categories:
WHITE, which includes white, very light shades of all colors, all warm colors,
and may have its focus in either white, red, or pink and BLACK which includes
black, some very dark browns and purples, all but the lightest blues and greens,
and which probably has variable focus in black and in dark greens and blues.
At stage II RED is marked by a basic color term and includes all warm colors
with the focus in English focal red; this stage represents no departure from
stage II as described in Berlin & Kay (I969) except that RED can be considered
to have come out of WHITE rather than to have emerged in part from WHITE
and in part from BLACK. At stage III either the yellow focus is accorded a basic
color term (IlIb) or the category GRUE is accorded a basic term (IIIa). In the
latter case the focus may be either in blue or in green or perhaps in both, but
there is no evidence that in any language the focus of GRUE is in what we would
call 'blue-green'.3 At stage IV stage Illa systems add yellow and stage IIb
[3] A third possibility, at present remote, suggests itself for stage III. The Hanunoo basic
terms (Conklin I955), Dani secondary terms (E. Heider 1972b) and some fragmentary
data from several Miwok languages (E. Callahan personal communication) suggest that
possibly at this stage a yellow focus may be encoded which extends over the greens. If
this does indeed happen sometimes at stage III, then one would expect at stage IV for
a blue term to emerge with the yellow-green category still focused in yellow and
then for the latter yellow-green category to split at stage V producing a standard stage
V system. The sequence would then be generalized as follows to account for these cases.
M. Haas reports that Creek, a Muskogean language, has (or had) basic terms for white,
black, red, yellow-green, and blue; thus Creek would have a stage IV' system (personal
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systems add GRUE, so that all stage IV systems contain terms for WHITE,
BLACK, RED, GRUE, and yellow, with foci as describedfor stage III. Then
at stage V, GRUE is split into green and blue. Stages VI and VII remain unchangedfrom Berlin & Kay (I969) with the following reservation.Berlin & Kay
(I969: 42ff.) cited the prematureappearanceof grey in two Uto-Aztecan languages (Hopi and Papago); since then, this has been confirmedfor other UtoAztecan languages,reconstructedfor proto-Uto-Aztecan by Hill & Hill (1970)

and corroborated
by Nichols(1974:

250-8I).

Greyis also prematurely
present

in Samal(Austonesian,Philippines)as noted by Geoghegan(personalcommunication) and reported in Berlin & Kay (I969: 44), in Yir-Yoront [Australia](B.
Alpher, personal communication), in several Athabascan languages (Durbin
1974), in Zapotec (R. MacLaurypersonal communication)and in Natchez (M.
Haas, personal communication).Thus the possibility mentioned by Berlin &
Kay (I969: 45) that grey may appearas a wild card is supportedby new data.
(i) CATEGORIES:
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communication).ProfessorHaas also reportsthat Natchez, a language- now dead - that
may have been a distant relative of the Muskogeanfamily, had basic terms for white,
black,red, yellow-green,blue and grey. Natchez would then have had a stage IV' system
also, as well as showing prematuregrey (cf. above). The remaining languages of the
southeasternUnited States on which Haas reports, including all the members of the
Muskogeanfamily and some languagesnot in this family, have 'normal'color systems,
i.e. contain either a term for GRUE or one each for blue and green.
Haas has also called to my attention the possibility that Proto-Indo-Europeanmay
have had a term for yellow-green.
... the reconstructionfor both [yellow and green, P.K.] is *ghel- and our word
yellow comes from this. This informationcomes from Buck (I949). .. Buck was not
thinking in terms of a single term for yellow-green, but on p. I058 he speaks of
'IE *ghel- in words for bright, shining colors, esp. "yellow, green", also "white" and
"blue" '. And on p. 1059 he says 'A considerable group of the words for "yellow" [in
the daughter languages, M.H.] are cognate with others for "green" ' (M. Haas
personal communication).
These data are suggestive. We have not yet, however, had a report of a language of
stage IlIc (or IV') where the explicit claim is made that the signification of the color
terms has been determined by systematic use of controlled stimulus materials. Until a
report of this kind is in hand, stages IIlc and IV' remain interesting but
unproven possibilities.
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In sum, the majorrevisionsof the theory are (a) recognitionof the integrityof
the light-warm, dark-cool, and GRUE categories in early systems and (b)
recognitionof the role played by categoryboundariesas well as foci in the evolutionary sequence.
Relationto currentresearchon linguisticvariationand languagechange
The originalbasic color term theory was conceived within the receivedtradition
that considers the proper object of linguistic study to be Saussurianlangueor
Chomskianlinguistic competence.(The langue/paroleand linguisticcompetence/
linguistic performancedistinctionsare essentiallythe same, except that Chomsky
admits sentential structureto competence while de Saussureexiled it to parole.
Also, of course, Chomskyemphasizesthe psychologicalaspect of languagewhile
de Saussureemphasizedthe social.) Accordingto Chomsky
Linguistic theory is concernedprimarilywith an ideal speaker-listener,in a
completely homogeneous speech community, who knows its language perfectly... This seems to me to have been the position of the founders of
modern general linguistics, and no cogent reason for modifying it has been
offered (I965: 3f.).
One might argue whether this was in fact the position of the men to whom
Chomsky was referring (whoever they might be). Sapir and Bloomfield, for
example, both spoke explicitly about variation, although one should add in
Chomsky's defense that when describing languages or proposing grammatical
formalismsthese scholarsand their students were monolectalists.If one equates
linguistic theory to grammaticaltheory and considers syntax the core of grammar, then Chomsky'sposition was supportable,though not unarguable- in any
case persuasiveto many - in I 965. (Consider,however,the historicalsummaryof
proto-variationistviewpoints in Weinreich, Labov & Herzog (I968), references
in Hymes (x964a: 426-7), and Hymes' (i964b) discussion of the linlitationsof
Chomsky'sview of languageand their historicalantecedents. I am indebted to
John Gumperz and Dell Hymes for illuminatingdiscussions of these issues.)
But since the mid-sixties, the 'homogeneous speech community' has been
found to be not just an idealizationbut a myth. Empiricalstudies of changes in
progressdue principallyto the influenceof Labov, have demonstratedrepeatedly
that linguistic change has its source in synchronic variation,that is, in heterogeneity of the speech community.In the wordsof Weinreich,Labov and Herzog,
'Not all variabilityand heterogeneityin languagestructureinvolves change; but
all change involves variabilityand heterogeneity'(I968: i88). The doctrine that
diachronicchange implies synchronicvariationhas received numerousconvincing demonstrations,e.g., by Labov (1972) and Wang (1969) in phonology and
by Bickerton (i973) in syntax (see also the various articles in Bailey & Shuy
(1974)). Linguistic change has been shown to result from the redistributionof
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synchronic linguistic variants in a population across speakers, styles, and linguistic environments. New variants replace old ones neither instantaneously nor
so gradually as to be unobservable. An excellent and very early statement of
this principle was made by Vogt:
At any moment, between the initiation and the conclusion of these changes,
we have a state characterized by the presence of more or less free variants...
What therefore in a history of linguistic system appears as a change will in a
synchronic description appear as a more or less free variation. . .(Vogt (I954:
367) quoted in Wang (I969: i6)).
To this must be added the recent finding that linguistically 'free' variants
involved in changes are most often socially conditioned as well as being subject
to types of linguistic conditioning not hitherto countenanced by linguistic theory,
e.g., 'natural conditioning' - Stampe (I972), quantitative conditioning - Labov
(I969), and lexical conditioning - Wang (I969).
What are the implications of this development in the general theory of linguistic change for our little theory of evolution of basic color term systems?
First, we can predict in a broad way that in a language in which the color term
system is undergoing change there will be inter-speaker variation. Secondly, since
not all aspects of a language change at the same time (for example the vowel
system may be changing at a time when the consonantal system is relatively
stable; cf. Labov (1972: 5I7)), we will expect some languages to show minimal
inter-speaker variation in color terminologies while others will show considerable
inter-speaker variation. More specifically, within the context of the general
theory of linguistic variation and change, we may make the following predictions
about variation in synchronic basic color lexicons.
(5) a If all speakers are at a given stage n with respect to basic color terms, the
most salient secondary color terms will be those that become basic at
stages n+i, nf+2, and so on.
b The relative degrees of salience of the secondary terms should, in so far
as they may be assessed, follow the ordering of the predicted evolutionary
sequence (4). (For example, if all informants are at stage I with respect to
basic terms we would expect the most salient secondary term, if there is
any, to be RED, the next most salient to be either GRUE or yellow, and so
on.)
c In a speech community undergoing change in basic color lexicon, not all
speakers will be at the same stage with respect to basic color lexicon, but
each speaker will be classifiable as to stage.
d In a community undergoing change in basic color lexicon, the totality of
stages represented will be contiguous in the sequence (i).
e In a community undergoing change in basic color lexicon, difficulties in
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classifying speakers as to stage will involve only stages adjacent in the
sequence (4).
f In a community undergoingchange in basic color lexicon the basic color
terms added at later stages are present as secondaryterms for speakersat
earlierstages.
g In a communityundergoingchange in basic color lexicon, stage of speaker
will correlate with various social factors depending on the local social
situation, but there should be a pervasivecorrelationwith age (cf. Labov
1972: 5I9 ff-)Berlin investigated in detail forty Tzeltal speakersand found that all informants had stage IV basic color lexicons in Tzeltal despite the fact that these
informantsrepresentedthe full rangefrom monolingualismto completeTzeltalSpanish bilingualism (Berlin & Kay I969: IO, 31 ff.). This contrasts with the
Aguaruna,Binumarienand West Futuna cases to be discussed below, each of
which has speakersat stages III, IV, and V. This observationconfirmsour first
generalprediction:that some earlycolor systems will be diachronicallyrelatively
stable and show minimal synchronicheterogenitywhile others in the process of
change will show considerableinter-speakervariation.
The datamost directlyrelevantto predictions(5) a and b arethose of E. Heider
(1972a, b) fromthe Dugum Dani, a non-Austronesianlanguageof HighlandNew
Guinea. Heider reports that 'the language. . . lacksbasic chromaticcolor terms'
(1972a: 12). 'There were only two color terms ('mili' and 'mola') which were
used by all informants'(1972b: 45I). These may be glossed roughlyas BLACK
and WHITE bearing in mind the fact that the majorityof informantspicked
focal red as the focus for the term we gloss WHITE. Heider goes on to reportan
'unexpected'finding that 50 per cent of her informants(n = 40) had a term for
red, 45 per cent for yellow and 28 per cent for blue. These glosses are supported
by data from term to stimulus mappings for forty informantson a color chip
arrayconstructedby takingevery other hue for all brightnessesof the arrayused
by Berlin and Kay. These secondaryfoci are predictedby sequence (4) and the
degrees of salience, as evidenced by the number of speakers using the term,
also fit the sequence. Thus predictions(5) a and b are confirmedin these data.
The Dani data do not offer evidence pro or con regardingthe other predictions
(5) c-f. Prediction(5) g will be consideredbelow.
Berlin and Berlin have not tabulatedincidence or any other index of salience
for Aguarunasecondarycolorterms. (Aguarunais a Jivaroanlanguageof Eastern
Peru.) For their stage III informantsthey reportsecondaryterms, some of quite
variablefocus, that range over yellow, yellow-green, green, brown, and purple
as well as a term which literallymeans 'ripe', is of very broad reference,and is
probablynot truly a color term at all. These facts accord with prediction(5) a.
It is B. Berlin's impression that the purple term is better established than the
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brownterm as regardsboth the frequencywith which it is offeredby informants
and the narrownessof its focus and range(personalcommunication).This datum
controvertsprediction(5) b. Apparently(5) b is a predictionthat we may expect
to be borne out on the average,but not necessarilyin each particularcase. The
fifty-five Aguarunainformantstested by Berlin and Berlin displayedbasic color
tern systems correspondingto stages IIIa (thirty-four informants), IV (five
informants) and V (sixteen informants). Predictions (5) c and (5) d are thus
confirmed.Berlin and Berlin do not discuss in their paperproblemsof assigning
informantsto stages, but B. Berlin reportsthat such problemsas did arise always
involved the assignmentof the informantto one of two adjacentstages (personal
communication);this report supports prediction (5) e. Prediction (5) f is also
borneout by the Aguarunadata: all basic colortermswhich are addedto the stage
IIIa set by stage IV and stage V informantsoccur frequentlyas secondarycolor
terms for stage IlIa informants.Discussion of prediction(5) g will be postponed
until after the Binumarienand Futunese data are discussed individually.
Binumarienis a non-Austronesianlanguageof Highland New Guinea. Of the
thirty-six Binumarienstage IlIb informants, twenty-one possess a secondary
term for green, sixteen one for blue, and nine possess one for both. There are
no other secondaryterms, all other low frequencycolor terms being synonyms
for basic color terms. Since the stage IV informants of this language show a
preferencefor placingthe GRUE focus in green, these statistics accordperfectly

with predictions(5) a, (5) b and(5) f. Predictions(5) c and(5) d areconfirned
in that there are thirty-six informantsat stage IIIb, eight informantsat stage IV
and one informant(a fourteenyear old) at stage V. Two informantsare unclassifiable as between stages IlIb and IV as it was impossible to determinefor them
whetherthe GRUE categorywas containedin BLACK, which would makethem
IIIb, or whether their GRUE contrasted with BLACK, which would make
them stage IV. This is a typical sort of classificationproblem, which confirms
prediction (5) e and supports the evolutionary sequence. (Hage and Hawkes
report a single informant whose classificationrepresents a problem to the sequence as a whole but only in a quite minor respect. This nine year old has a
normalstage IV system except that she includes purple in the range of GRUE.)
The data from West Futuna, a Polynesian outlier language, reported by
Dougherty also confirmall predictionsexcept (5) b, for which there are no relevant data. Stage IIIa speakershave as secondaryterms the two terms for yellow
that emerge at stage IV as basic terms. The same is true for stage IIIa and IV
informantswith respect to English blue,which becomes a basic term at stage V.
(A single informantof the forty with a basic term for yellow uses Aniwanferofiro
for yellow, a term otherwise unattested for West Futuna. The remainderuse
either hlio orye'laboth of which occur frequentlyas secondaryterms for stage III
informants.)Predictions (5) a and f are thus confirmed.There are no Futunese

datarelevantto prediction(5) b. Predictions(5) c and (5) d are confirmedby
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the fact that all informants are classifiableas stage IIIa (five informants),IV
(eighteeninformants),or V (twenty-twoinformants).Prediction(5) e is confirmed
by the fact that there are severalinterestingproblems regardingclassificationof
infornants as stage lIla versus stage IV and also as between stages IV and V but
none in assigning an informantto at least one stage (the reader is referredto
Dougherty's paper for details).
We now consider prediction(5) g regardingthe social correlatesof evolutionary stage of basic color nomenclature. As predicted, we find varying social
correlates depending on local conditions. Berlin and Berlin report that for
Aguaruna speakers contact with Hispanic culture in general and degree of
proficiencyin the Spanish languagein particularare the majorcorrelatesof and
causes of movement along the color term sequence. For Binumarien,Hage and
Hawkes reportthat males are more familiarwith Neo-Melanesianthan females;
seven of the eight Binumarieninfornants with stage IV or V systems are males.
While the Aguarunaand Binumariendata support the hypothesis of language
contact as a source of innovationin color term evolution, the West Futuna data
controvertthis hypothesis. Dougherty reports that her stage V informantsare
almost all women, and that women are on the averageless traveledthan men and
have less knowledgeof Neo-Melanesianand other foreignlanguages.Innovativeness in color lexicon in West Futuna seems negativelycorrelatedwith degree of
exposure to more advancedcolor systems.
With regardto age, we find the predicted pervasivecorrelationbetween age
and color stage in those cases where data are available. The Dani data are
equivocal.E. Heider did not makeage estimatesbut split her sampleinto 'adults'
and 'children'. She reports that adults did not use more chromaticterms than
children. She does not say whether children used significantlymore chromatic
terms than adults. Caution suggests that we assume from the lack of explicit
statement to the contrary that Dani children do not use significantly more
chromaticterms than Dani adults. It has, however, been observedthat children
acquirefull knowledgeof their color lexicon relativelylate with respectto many
other aspectsof language(Istomina I963; Hoppmann.d.; Hage & Hawkesn.d.).
This poses a problemfor the comparisonof matchedchild and adult samplesfor
color terminologysystems; there is no way of knowing whether the number of
terms controlledby children is artificiallyloweredbecausethe childrenhave not
yet learned all the color terms they will eventuallylearn. Thus it could well be
the case that if the Dani who are now children use about the same number of
chromatictermnsas members of their parents'generation,they may nevertheless
eventually use more chromaticterms than their parents. To sum up, the Dani
data as reportedare unclearon the issue of a correlationbetween age and use of
color terms.
The reportsof the remainingthree speech communitiesoffer age estimatesfor
each informant.Hage and Hawkes do not discuss the operationalbasis of their
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age variable, but Berlin & Berlin (personal communication) and Dougherty
(personalcommunication)emphasizethat their informantsdo not keep track of
their ages and that the age estimates are consequently very rough. Internal
evidence in the Hage and Hawkes data, consisting of a disproportionatenumber
of ages that end in the digits zero and five, as well as generalethnographicknowledge of Highland New Guinea, suggest that the Binumarienage data also represent rather wild guesses. A further complication is that the Binumarien data
include young children while the Aguarunaand Futunese data exclude young
children. Binumarien informants under the age of fifteen have consequently
been excluded from the following calculations.
As noted, the age data to be analyzedare subject to errorfrom a large number
of undisclosed sources. Unless the overall effect of these various, presumably
uncorrelated,sources of error happens accidentallyto correlatewith development of color lexicon, we should expect correlationsbetween age of speakerand
stage of color lexicon to be artificiallydepressed. That is, the most cautious
expectationwould be that correlationsreportedbelow underestimate
those actually
existing in the populationsunder study.
Bearingin mind these caveats, we consider the correlationsbetween age and
stage of basic color lexicon shown in Table I. The pervasivecorrelationpredicted
in (S) g in fact appears. T-tests for differencesin mean ages for informantsof
color terms stages III, IV, and V show the following results. Aguarunastage V
speakersare significantlyyounger than stage III speakersand also significantly
younger than stage IV speakers.Stage IV and V speakerscombined are significantly youngerthan stage III speakers.There is no significantdifferencebetween
stage IV and stage V speakers.
For Futunesewe find that stage V speakersare significantlyyoungerthan stage
IV speakers and also significantly younger than stage III speakers. Stage V
speakers are significantlyyounger than those of stages III and IV combined.
The Futunese data contain the only reversalin the absolute predicted order of
mean ages to be found among these groups. Futunese stage IV speakers are
slightly older than stage III speakers,but the differenceis not statisticallysignificant and so may be attributedto sampling error.
For Binumarien, Hage and Hawkes report accurately that stage IV and V
systems 'are possessed exclusivelyby a subset of younger members of the population'. The rangeof ages of stage IV and V informantsis from eight to eighteen
years.The mean ages conformto the predictedsequence; earlierstage informants
are older than laterstage informants.There is only one informantat stage V and
this is a fourteen year old. Stage IV informantsare significantlyyounger than
those of stage III. (Informantsof stages IV and V combined are also significantly
younger than those of stage III, but the stage V data are not shown in Table I
because all stage V speakers are juveniles, i.e. younger than fifteen years
old.)
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All the significant differences point in the same direction-that younger
speakers have more advanced basic color term systems than older speakers.
Consideringthe approximatenature of these age estimates, a statistical pattern
as consistentas the one we have found would seem to supportstronglyprediction
(5)g.4

Summary
We have derived predictions about synchronic variability in basic color term
systems from the interaction of the general postulate that diachronic change
always implies synchronic heterogeneity in the speech community with our
knowledgeof the results of linguistic change in basic color lexicons embodied in
the evolutionary sequence (4). Testing these predictions against the available
data on the distributionof color lexicons in actualspeech communities,we have
found the predictionsconfirmed. Speech communitiesmay contain speakersof
several adjacentevolutionarystages. Individualspeakersare virtuallynever hard
to place in the sequence, but sometimes hard to place in one of two adjacent
stages. The patternof elevationof secondaryterms to primaryterms follows the
predictedsequence. Stage of basic color lexicon correlateswith a varietyof social
indices in differentsocieties, but there is an overall tendency for speakerswith
more advancedbasic color term systems to be younger. We thus find confirmation in the domain of color words for the doctrine that linguistic change implies
synchronicheterogeneityin the speech community.
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